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Subject: SURVIVING FORMER SECRET SERVICE AGENTS SHOULD BE CALLED BEFORE ARRB

Body:

As something of an authority on the Secret Service and the JFKassassination, I feel that it is imperative that the 

AssassinationRecords Review Board (ARRB) seek testimony and records from thefollowing surviving former 

agents/ family members:1) FLOYD BORING;2) MARY GREER (WIDOW OF WILLIAM GREER)--- According to 

Greer'srecently-released HSCA interview, he had "three books salted away in theattic and it was too much 

trouble at the time for him to go rootingaround in a cold crawl space looking for them" [RIF #180-10099-

10491; Ihave just sent a letter to Greer's widow about all of this---I will keepyou posted on any 

developments];3) DONALD LAWTON;4) CHUCK ZBORIL;5) ARTHUR GODFREY--- the lone survivor of the three 

shift leaders(designated ATSAIC) on the WHD and also on the Texas trip (the othertwo, Emory Roberts and Stu 

Stout, were the first two agents todie---cause unknown---after the assassination in the 1960's);6) JERRY 

KIVETT;7) CLINT HILL;8) PAUL LANDIS;9) TIM McINTYRE---Seymour Hersh blew it;10) JOHN READY;11) GEORGE 

HICKEY (IF POSSIBLE);12) GLENN BENNETT;13) WARREN TAYLOR;14) LEM JOHNS;15) RICHARD JOHNSEN---

especially regarding CE399/ chain of possession Unfortunately, Sam Kinney, the driver of the follow-up car 

on11/22/63, passed away on 7/21/97 in Iowa; he would have been a GREATsource for the ARRB (luckily, I 

interviewed him at length three timesbetween 1992-1994). There are more agents, but this is a good 

start...Sincerely,Vince PalamaraAuthor of "The Third Alternative---Survivor's Guilt: The Secret Serviceand the 

JFK Murder" (I have interviewed and corresponded with over 35different former agents/ family members)
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